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INTRODUCTION

New York has always been an innovator in the field of urban redevelopment, continually experimenting with new programs aimed at ridding our cities of blighted areas and creating better living, working, and recreational areas. But as Charles Abrams, the renowned New York City housing and urban affairs scholar, cautioned, “[e]ach innovation creates its own precedent, forging another outward link to its further extension.”1 Although less well known than urban theorists and planners such as Lewis Mumford, Jane Jacobs, and Robert Moses, Abrams was instrumental in shaping slum clearance, public housing, and redevelopment policies in New York and across the country, and his ideas continue to resonate in contemporary discussions about economic and community development. A housing reformer and civil rights lawyer, Abrams was motivated by his belief that poverty and discrimination were “intolerable in a society based on the premise of equality.”2 He coined the phrase “socialism for the rich and private enterprise for the poor,”3 and as his biographer, A. Scott Henderson, explained: “[h]e championed various policies because he assumed a democratic society was obliged to provide its citizens with equal rights and certain social provisions, such as affordable housing and municipal services.”4

But as Abrams saw housing policies evolve over time, he came to see an ideological shift from a “general welfare state” to a “business welfare state,”5 and he began to oppose government programs that offered skewed subsidies and guarantees to private interests, rather than direct benefits to the public. Although he understood that general economic stimulation had broad public benefits, he believed that the blurred distinction between the public and private aspects of economic development programs would eventually produce inequitable results.6 He also feared

---

5 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 3.
6 Id. at 112–13.
special interest politics and the growing influence of lobbies, which he thought “were attempting to harness government and its power plant to their own interests . . . .” 

Prior to his death in 1970, he criticized the “perversion of social reforms” that came with the increasing prevalence of private enterprise in redevelopment programs. As he saw it, “[i]n the long run . . . the profit motive somehow operates as the undesignated but effective legislator while the public obligation is pushed under the rug.”

The goal of this article is to describe the evolution of those policies in New York State, within their historical context and in light of Abrams’ ideas about business welfare economics and social justice. The article will concentrate primarily on statutes and jurisprudence, and at times it will also explore the people and the motivations that shaped the law, as well as the projects that resulted from various programs. This article is not intended to be exhaustive, however, and many redevelopment programs and laws will not be covered.

Federal urban renewal laws, in particular, will not be discussed in detail.

The first section of this article will discuss New York’s earliest approach to eliminating the slums. These restrictive building regulations, which sought to reform tenement house construction, were early expressions of a broadening police power, and they lay the basis for the more intrusive urban legislation that would come. Next, the article will discuss the state’s limited dividend housing statute, which offered tax exemptions in exchange for regulated rentals. The third section focuses on the creation and

---

7 Id. at 114 (noting that Abrams’ concerns prefigured political science theories relating to regulatory capture and special interest politics).
8 Id. at 201.
9 Many subjects of state policy have been omitted, such as tax increment financing, business improvement districts, and the Eminent Domain Procedure Law. See N.Y. EM. DOM. PRO. §§ 101–709 (McKinney 2002); N.Y. GEN. MUN. LAW §§ 970-a–970-r, 980-a–980-q (McKinney 2002).
early years of New York’s public housing program,\textsuperscript{11} and the landmark case that upheld the use of eminent domain for public housing, \textit{New York City Housing Authority v. Muller}.\textsuperscript{12} The Housing Article of the 1938 New York Constitution is discussed in the next section. \textit{Murray v. La Guardia}, which upheld the use of eminent domain for private redevelopment several years later, is discussed in the fifth section, along with the legislation and development project that were involved in the case.\textsuperscript{13} The proliferation of urban redevelopment laws and the expansion of their private goals is the focus of the sixth section, and the following section discusses the New York State Urban Development Agency. The article concludes by suggesting the need for legislative attention and reforms.

\section*{I. RESTRICTIVE BUILDING REGULATIONS}

\subsection*{A. Tenement Regulations}

New York was among the first states to enact comprehensive building regulations, beginning with nineteenth century tenement laws.\textsuperscript{14} “Old law” tenements—those constructed prior to 1901—were notorious for their squalid conditions and were often cramped, dark, and unventilated—the result of “so many mercenary landlords who only contrive in what manner they can stow the greatest number of human beings in the smallest space.”\textsuperscript{15} The problem was particularly acute in New York City,

\textsuperscript{11} A complete discussion of public housing policy and its implications on urban redevelopment is beyond the scope of this article. For an excellent resource about New York’s public housing system, see Nicholas Dagan Bloom, \textit{Public Housing That Worked: New York in the Twentieth Century} (2008).

\textsuperscript{12} 1 N.E.2d 153, 156 (N.Y. 1936).

\textsuperscript{13} 52 N.E.2d 884 (N.Y. 1943).

\textsuperscript{14} See Frank S. Alexander, \textit{The Housing of America’s Families: Control, Exclusion, and Privilege}, 54 Emory L.J. 1231, 1250–56 (2005) (discussing early building codes). While the New York Tenement House Act of 1867 is generally credited as one of the first modern building regulations in the country, nuisance buildings were not ignored by governmental authorities prior to this time. See 10 N.Y. State Constitutional Convention Comm., Problems Relating to Taxation and Finance 408–09 (1938) [hereinafter Poletti Report on Taxation and Finance] (describing rules enacted by the Dutch West India Company in the seventeenth century, including a law permitting “the condemnation of ‘improper and disorderly’ houses and fences”); see also Richard Plunz, \textit{A History of Housing in New York City: Dwelling Type and Social Change in the American Metropolis} 2 (1990).

where millions of people lived in these conditions. The tenements were not only injurious to their inhabitants; poor construction and lack of sanitary facilities also exacerbated the spread of fires and epidemics. Popular support for housing reform grew toward the end of the nineteenth century, especially after Jacob Riis’ infamous exposé, *How the Other Half Lives*, was published in 1890. Numerous governmental reports also called attention to the social and economic “menaces” of the slums.

Although enacted with commendable intentions, the early tenement laws did little to improve housing conditions, and housing that was constructed following their enactment would easily be considered uninhabitable today. The major provisions of New York’s 1867 Tenement House Act merely required that each building have a fire escape (although not necessarily one providing egress to each apartment), a window in each room (but not necessarily a window opening to the exterior), and a privy or outhouse for every twenty residents. Amendments passed in 1879 went somewhat further and required each room to have a window opening to the exterior or to an airshaft. Despite these laws, poor housing conditions persisted. As the historian


16 The problem was of such proportions that in 1925, more than 70,000 old law tenements, or about two thirds of the city’s apartment buildings, were still in use. Mildred Adams, *War is Declared Against New York’s Slums*, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 24, 1926, at XX3 (citing a 1925 Tenement House Commission report). In 1938, an estimated 64,000 old law tenements were left. 6 N.Y. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION COMM., PROBLEMS RELATING TO BILL OF RIGHTS AND GENERAL WELFARE 636 (1938) [hereinafter POLETTI REPORT ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS].

17 See POLETTI REPORT ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 16, at 637–38 (citing reports by the New York City Housing Authority and the Committee of Housing and Regional Planning); see generally PLUNZ, supra note 14, at 2 (discussing hygienic concerns in the tenements).

18 JACOB A. RIIS, *HOW THE OTHER HALF LIVES: STUDIES AMONG THE TENEMENTS OF NEW YORK* (1890). A sequel to this landmark publication was printed in 1902. JACOB A. RIIS, *THE BATTLE WITH THE SLUM* (1902). Both volumes have been acknowledged as pivotal in the field of progressive housing reform. See Jacob A. Riis, *Reformer, Dead*, N.Y. TIMES, May 27, 1914, at 11; see also Lavine, supra note 10 (discussing the growth of the progressive housing movement generally, with particular emphasis on Washington, D.C.).

19 See ABRAMS AMICUS BRIEF, supra note 15, at 8–11, 14–16, 50–51, 69 (outlining various housing reports).

20 1867 N.Y. Laws 2265–69. The law also contained provisions regarding cellar residences, garbage collection, and chimneys, and it required the reporting of contagious diseases. *Id.* at 2269–73.

Kenneth Jackson explained, inflated land prices and concentrated poverty in areas located close to employment sustained demand for even “[t]he infamous ‘dumbbell’ tenement in New York, which occupied 90 percent of its plot, which crowded twenty-four families (not including boarders) into its meager rooms, and which offered residents only the vista of a narrow airshaft . . . .”\(^{22}\)

In 1901 significant changes were made to the tenement laws in response to increasingly poor housing conditions and growing support for reforms. Lawrence Veiller played an important role in obtaining support for the progressive housing movement; he helped organize the Tenement House Committee of the New York Charity Organization in 1898 and eventually succeeded in having the state create a Tenement Housing Commission in 1900. The Commission’s report, which covered housing conditions in New York City and other areas in the state, was the basis for the 1901 Tenement House Act.\(^ {23} \) Although this legislation far surpassed earlier versions,\(^ {24} \) it still fell well behind modern standards.

Among its particulars, the 1901 Tenement House Act established stricter requirements for fire escapes and fire prevention, including provisions applicable to existing buildings, and it imposed height, lot coverage, and rear yard requirements on new tenements.\(^ {25} \) Each room in new tenements, except bathrooms, had to have a window opening directly onto the street or onto a courtyard—not an airshaft—and all new apartments had to be supplied with running water.\(^ {26} \) New tenements also had to include at least one bathroom for every three rooms, and the owners of existing tenements were required to replace outhouses and school sinks with at least one sewer-connected bathroom for every two families.\(^ {27} \) Significantly, the 1901 law imposed permit requirements for new construction and


\(^{24}\) See John G. Hill, Fifty Years of Social Action on the Housing Front, 22 SOC. SERV. REV. 160, 165 (1948).

\(^{25}\) 1901 N.Y. Laws 891.

\(^{26}\) Id. at 905, 910.

\(^{27}\) Id. at 910, 912.
alterations, and included some enforcement provisions.\footnote{Id. at 915–17.} Although some alterations to existing buildings were required to be made within one year, most landlords did not comply voluntarily.\footnote{See Lower East Side Tenement Museum, http://www.tenement.org/encyclopedia/housing_tenements.htm (last visited Jan. 17, 2011).} Moreover, the Tenement House Department, created to enforce the law, was insufficiently funded,\footnote{HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 48.} and many of the law’s most important provisions were merely prospective; they “did not so much alleviate conditions . . . as insure that the worst abuses would not be reproduced . . . .”\footnote{JACKSON, supra note 22, at 131.}

Additional and more restrictive building regulations were established under New York City’s 1916 zoning code—the first comprehensive zoning scheme in the country\footnote{GROWING SMART LEGISLATIVE GUIDEBOOK: MODEL STATUTES FOR PLANNING AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE 8-5 (Stuart Meck ed., 2002).}—as well as the 1929 Multiple Dwelling Law (MDL),\footnote{1929 N.Y. Laws 1663.} which superseded the 1901 Tenement House Act. The MDL included stricter building requirements and, for the first time, required all apartments in new tenements to have their own bathrooms.\footnote{Id. at 1697.} The legislation was viewed as weak and inadequate by then-Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt.\footnote{Memorandum from Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt to the New York State Legislature Approving A New Multiple Dwellings Law (Apr. 18, 1929), in 1 PUBLIC PAPERS OF FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 309 (1938) [references to this collection are hereinafter PUB. PAPERS OF FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT].} Nevertheless, he acknowledged that the MDL’s shortcomings were “not a valid reason for disapproving the bill if it gives other needed relief; and I am convinced that it does.”\footnote{Id.}

B. Judicial Approval of Restrictive Regulations

These restrictive building regulations were early assertions of the police power and were susceptible to judicial challenges. The courts, however, acknowledged the slum problem and rejected various causes of action intended to undermine the tenement laws. In one of the earliest such cases, the New York Court of Appeals in 1895 upheld regulations requiring tenement owners to furnish water in “sufficient quantity” on each floor of occupied
The court found the requirements to be reasonable exercises of the police power, both for fire protection and sanitation purposes, and rejected attacks based on the cost of compliance and lack of any pre-enforcement hearing provision.

The 1901 Tenement House Act faced a similar challenge when a building owner refused to comply with an order to replace her building’s school sink with one bathroom for every two families. Taking notice of a variety of studies and reports finding school sinks to be public health nuisances, the Court of Appeals explained that their abolition “was an absolute necessity in the due protection of the public health in the city of New York.” In addition to affirming the law on police power grounds, the court also held that it was not a taking of property requiring compensation.

Shortly after its enactment, the MDL was challenged on the ground that it violated the Home Rule provision of the State Constitution, which generally prohibits the legislature from interfering with local governments’ “property, affairs [and] government.” The Court of Appeals rejected the challenge by a vote of 5-2, holding that the slum problem was a matter of state concern and an appropriate topic of legislation. As Judge Cardozo explained in his concurring opinion, the law was primarily intended “to eradicate the slum. It seeks to bring about conditions whereby healthy children shall be born, and healthy men and women reared, in the dwellings of the great metropolis. To have such men and women is not a city concern merely. It is the concern of the whole State.”

---

37 Health Dep’t of N.Y. v. Rector, 39 N.E 833, 834–35 (N.Y. 1895).
38 Id. at 838–39.
39 School sinks were a sort of outhouse connected to the sewer. For additional explanation, see Tyler Anbinder, Five Points: The 19th-Century New York City Neighborhood That Invented Tap Dance, Stole Elections, and Became the World’s Most Notorious Slum 85–86 (2001).
40 Tenement House Dep’t of N.Y. v. Moeschen, 72 N.E. 231, 233 (N.Y. 1904).
41 Id. at 232–34.
44 Id. at 711 (Cardozo, J., concurring). Ernst N. Adler owned an apartment building located on East 93rd Street in Manhattan. See Test Case Assails New Dwelling Law, N.Y. Times, June 14, 1929, at 46. Because of the home rule issue, the case “brought about the unusual situation of [the city’s corporation counsel] appearing in support of a suit against a city official, [the] Tenement House Commissioner . . . .” Id.; see also New Dwelling Law Held Constitutional by
reaffirmed the holdings in these cases when it again upheld the MDL against a takings challenge. In a unanimous opinion, the court explained that the costs of compliance could not be viewed as unreasonable in light of the deplorable housing conditions the law was intended to eliminate.

II. LIMITED DIVIDEND HOUSING

A. The Inadequacy of Restrictive Regulations

Building and sanitation laws greatly improved housing conditions for many people, but despite their proliferation and wide acceptance by the public and the courts, they did not suffice to eliminate the slums. To begin with, many of the early laws required only minimal improvements, as described above, and enforcement resources were often limited. More important, however, was the growing realization that the slum problem could not be solved by requiring higher building standards unless some mechanism was also created to ensure the production of an adequate stock of low income housing. As Charles Abrams explained: “Drastic use of the police power without simultaneous provision of new units would leave [slum dwellers] completely homeless, since private enterprise will not provide them without profit.” Governor Al Smith echoed this sentiment in his 1926...
Message to the Legislature, explaining that until that point, “[t]he building of homes has been looked upon as an enterprise . . . in which the element of speculative profit has been operative. So long as this point of view is maintained it has been proven impossible to construct the homes we need or to rebuild the tenement areas . . . .”

Housing reform was a priority for Governor Smith, who had grown up in New York City’s slum-ridden Lower East Side. He appointed a Housing Commission in 1923 to study the problem, and the commission’s work formed the basis of the 1926 State Housing Law. Passage of the legislation was no small feat; government involvement in housing was still a fairly novel concept in the 1920s and one prone to being labeled as “socialistic.” Even Lawrence Veiller, who had spearheaded the campaign for restrictive legislation in 1901, was opposed to government intervention in the housing market. As a result of these concerns, the State Housing Law was conservative in its approach and kept “to the American tradition” of providing only limited, indirect subsidies.

51 Alfred E. Smith, Governor of N.Y., Annual Message to the Legislature (Jan. 6, 1926), in 1 PUBLIC PAPERS OF ALFRED E. SMITH 53 (1929) [references to this collection are hereinafter PUB. PAPERS OF ALFRED E. SMITH].


53 Rabinowitz, supra note 52.

54 The State Housing Law was preceded by a 1922 post-war tax exemption for all new housing. 1922 N.Y. LAWS 655. The measure, however, did not result in much affordable housing construction. One report went so far as to say that “it was almost useless.” POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 411. In addition to the unaffordable character of housing produced under the post-war tax exemption, many of the projects were located in suburban areas. PINK, supra note 52, at 127. Thus, the tax exemption was doubly overbroad, subsidizing housing that neither alleviated affordable housing shortages nor removed insanitary slum areas.

55 See, e.g., Memorandum from Governor Alfred E. Smith to the New York State Legislature Approving the New York State Housing Law (May 10, 1926) [hereinafter HOUSING APPROVAL MEMO], in 1 PUB. PAPERS OF ALFRED E. SMITH, supra note 51, at 427–28; see also PINK, supra note 52, at 127; POLETTI REPORT ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 16, at 642.

56 See HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 49–50 (discussing Veiller’s opposition to public housing).

57 Adams, supra note 16, at XX3. Another early foray into housing subsidies,
B. The 1926 State Housing Law

The 1926 State Housing Law authorized the creation of limited dividend housing corporations, building on the work of progressive housing developers such as the Improved Dwelling Association and the Tenement Housing Building Company, which had already begun constructing inexpensive but sanitary and affordable housing in the late nineteenth century. The benevolent ideologies espoused by these companies had led them to voluntarily limit their profits, but the State Housing Law recognized that less altruistic private developers would need financial incentives to build projects that would otherwise be unprofitable. Accordingly, the law granted a tax exemption to defray costs in exchange for imposing rental caps and limits on profits. In some cases, the law also authorized the use of eminent domain.

Importantly, the 1926 law also created a State Housing Board that was given broad power and control over limited dividend housing companies: projects could only be undertaken if the board had found that housing problems in the locality were caused by conditions impeding the ordinary operation of private enterprise; projects could not be approved unless the board determined that they would be financially feasible under the law’s rent limits;
companies had to submit architectural and financial plans; and the board could order repairs, examine companies’ books, inspect project sites, prescribe accounting methods, and require annual reports. The board was also expected to study statewide housing needs and best practices and offer technical assistance to local housing boards, limited dividend corporations, and associations seeking to finance cooperative projects.\(^6\)

The housing law’s limited dividend provisions were essentially superseded by the Redevelopment Companies Law and the Limited Profit Housing Companies Law (more commonly known as Mitchell-Lama), enacted in 1943 and 1955, respectively. These laws, as discussed below, offered more benefits and fewer restrictions.\(^6\)

C. Limited Dividend Housing Projects constructed under the State Housing Law

Within ten years of the State Housing Law’s enactment, a dozen limited dividend housing projects with a total of about 6,000 apartments had been constructed in New York City.\(^6\)

These projects, however, often needed additional funding mechanisms, and most of the housing they produced was too expensive for the city’s poorest residents.

The first limited dividend housing company, which was also one of the first cooperative housing ventures in the country,\(^6\) was sponsored in 1927 by the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union and financed by tenants’ down payments as well as a mortgage from the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. The project, known as the Amalgamated Housing Cooperative, was located in the Bronx and the first building was finished by the end of 1927.\(^6\)

In 1929, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union commenced another cooperative project on the Lower East Side, called the

\(^6\) Id. at 1507–18.

\(^6\) See infra Part V.F.

\(^6\) POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 413.


\(^6\) See Rabinowitz, supra note 52, at 4; see also AMALGAMATED HOUSING COOPERATIVE, http://www.amalgamated-bronx.coop/about.html (last visited Jan. 17, 2011).
Amalgamated Dwellings. Its financial sponsors included then-Lieutenant Governor Herbert Lehman and Aaron Rabinowitz, a developer and recent appointee to the state housing board, who were able to purchase the property for well below market value.

One of the largest projects to be built under the State Housing Law was Knickerbocker Village, which was also located on the Lower East Side and had close to 1,600 apartments. It received most of its financing from the federal government’s Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and unlike the union-sponsored cooperatives, its developer, Fred Filmore French, made no pretenses about having benevolent motivations. He chose the limited dividend scheme because by 1934 no financing was available for his proposed “development for junior Wall Street executives.” It was clear, moreover, that Knickerbocker Village would not provide housing for the persons living in the slum it replaced, which was the most dilapidated of Mr. French’s holdings (it was called “Lung Block” due to its high tuberculosis mortality rates). The average rent per room in the slum had been $5, a sum well below the $12.50 maximum permitted under the State Housing Law.

D. Judicial Approval of Tax Exemption for Limited Dividend Housing

The tax exemption provisions of the State Housing Law were challenged as discriminatory in 1931, but were upheld by the Bronx County Supreme Court. The court recognized that “the State Housing Law was enacted in the interests of all the people of the state . . . Restrictive measures as preventatives, while in

---

66 Rabinowitz, supra note 52, at 3.
67 See First Model Homes to Rise on East Side, N.Y. Times, Apr. 3, 1929; Letter from Herbert Lehman, Governor of N.Y., to 504–520 Grand Street Corp. (Dec. 15, 1948) available at LEHMAN ARCHIVES, supra note 52.
68 See PLUNZ, supra note 14, at 207, 209–12 (discussing the architectural plan).
69 Id. at 207 (explaining that it was one of only two projects financed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, and the financing program was later taken over by the Public Works Administration).
71 Mars Realty Corp. v. Sexton, 253 N.Y.S. 15, 23 (Sup. Ct. 1931).
a way beneficial, were inadequate to combat the evils of bad housing. Accordingly, the Housing Law was enacted as a progressive measure. On this basis, and despite the lack of extensive authority supporting this sort of tax exemption, the court held that the legislation was rational and constitutional. “The wisdom of this legislation,” the court wrote, “rests solely with the law-making bodies of the State. Its novelty is no argument against its constitutionality.”

E. Judicial Approval of Tenant Income Restrictions

The State Housing Law was superseded by the Public Housing Law in 1939, and then by the Private Housing Law in 1961, but the original limited dividend housing companies were preserved and subject to mostly similar regulations. One of the changes, however, was that if tenants’ incomes rose above a specified income to rent ratio, they would be subject either to eviction or a rent surcharge. In 1953, a Knickerbocker Village resident challenged these provisions and lost, with the court explaining that fixing rents proportionate to tenants’ incomes was fair and reasonable. When the New York Court of Appeals heard a similar case brought by a tenant in one of the Amalgamated cooperatives, it affirmed the holding that income restrictions were “reasonable revisions” of the original statute. As the court explained, the restrictions encouraged higher-income tenants to relocate to market-rate housing, and in doing so, the income restrictions opened up scarce affordable units for “those not as fortunate in lower income brackets, . . . and, in time, slum areas are lessened.”

---

72 Id.
73 Id. (citation omitted).
78 Id. at 364–65.
A. The Inadequacy of the Limited Dividend Housing Law

The limited dividend housing statute was deemed inadequate soon after it was enacted. There was a growing belief that government had an obligation to play a more direct role in the development of affordable housing—both to improve housing conditions and to support the construction industry. Limited dividend companies, moreover, had failed to produce housing affordable to those in the lowest income brackets; they were simply not profitable enough to attract the level of investment needed to address the slum problem.

B. The Municipal Housing Authorities Law

Solutions to these problems could have taken the form of larger subsidies or relaxed profit restrictions (and they eventually would), but in the early 1930s an increasingly expansive view of the police power and the lack of private capital or financing instead supported a new type of housing program—one that would be government-financed and government-managed. Public housing supporters believed that “constructive, not restrictive legislation” would be necessary to fully address the housing problem, as private developers alone could not be relied on to build needed low income housing. Perhaps most importantly, federal funding was then becoming available under New Deal programs for municipal housing construction.

---

80 See, e.g., Letter from Mary K. Simkovitch, Chairman, Public Housing Conference, to Herbert H. Lehman, Lt. Governor of N.Y. (Dec. 3, 1932) [[hereinafter SIMKOVICH LETTER]], available at LEHMAN ARCHIVES, supra note 52; $1,500,000,000 Plan for Housing Urged: City Advisory Group Seeks to Rush Ten-Year Program to Care for 31,000 Families, NY TIMES, Mar. 22, 1935 at 25.

81 POLETTI REPORT ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS, supra note 16, at 629–35.

82 POLETTI REPORT ON STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT, supra note 50, at 251.

83 See Rabinowitz, supra note 52, at 3 (stating that “we came to understand why rich men had not volunteered to supply the funds necessary. At best, it was an experiment. Wealth is timid. Model housing on a large scale had not been tried.”).


85 See, e.g., Knickerbocker Village, supra note 70.

86 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 51.

87 See generally Lavine, supra note 10, at 436 (discussing various New Deal programs).
Charles Abrams was recruited by Fiorello LaGuardia (then a mayoral candidate) to help draft a public housing law, along with Ira Robbins and Carl Stern, who both had experience in the housing field.\textsuperscript{88} The availability of federal funding helped secure the bill’s passage,\textsuperscript{89} despite uncertainties about how the public housing program would be implemented, and whether it would be successful.\textsuperscript{90} Upon signing it into law, Governor Lehman called the Municipal Housing Authorities Law (MHAL) a “pioneering program.”\textsuperscript{91} Indeed, it preceded enactment of the National Housing Act of 1934 by several months,\textsuperscript{92} and the New York City Housing Authority, created only weeks after the bill was signed, became one of the first public housing authorities in the country.\textsuperscript{93}

\textsuperscript{88} HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 55, 58–59.

\textsuperscript{89} 1934 N.Y. Laws 13. Legislation to establish municipal housing authorities was proposed as early as 1932. SIMKOVICH LETTER, supra note 80. Governor Lehman cited the availability of federal funding as one of the most significant reasons for enacting the legislation. See Memorandum from Governor Herbert H. Lehman to the New York State Legislature Recommending Legislation Permitting Cities to Create Municipal Housing Authorities (Aug. 3, 1933), in PUBLIC PAPERS OF HERBERT H. LEHMAN, 1933, at 145 (1934) [references to this collection are hereinafter PUB. PAPERS OF GOVERNOR HERBERT H. LEHMAN]; Memorandum from Governor Herbert H. Lehman to the New York State Legislature Renewing Recommendation to Permit Cities to Create Municipal Housing Authorities for Clearing Slums and Providing Low Cost Housing (Oct. 18, 1933), id. at 181; see also POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 413–14.

\textsuperscript{90} HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 58.

\textsuperscript{91} Memorandum from Governor Herbert H. Lehman to the New York State Legislature Approving the Municipal Housing Authority Law (Jan. 31, 1934), in Bill Jacket, L. 1934 c. 4. Although several other states had passed housing legislation authorizing municipal housing entities, the MHAL’s approach was “terra incognita.” HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 56 (emphasis in original).

\textsuperscript{92} The MHAL was enacted in January 1934. See 1934 N.Y. Laws 13. The federal law was not enacted until June. See National Housing Act of 1934, ch. 847, 48 Stat. 1246.

Under the MHAL, any city in the state could create a housing authority that would exist as a separate and distinct quasi-public entity. Housing authorities were given numerous and unprecedented powers, including the ability to determine the location of slum clearance projects and the power to devise and implement slum redevelopment plans. They could also redevelop slum areas, build low income housing, use eminent domain, and issue bonds. As quasi-public entities, moreover, housing authorities were exempt from federal, state and local taxes. Like limited dividend housing companies, however, they were subject to oversight from the State Board of Housing. They also had to receive permission either from the federal or local government, depending on the funding source, to condemn or otherwise acquire property.

Abrams believed that one of the law’s most important aspects was the discretion given to housing authorities to determine the location of slum clearance and public housing construction projects, especially when combined with the availability of eminent domain. This required Abrams to establish standards for identifying the slum areas that would be subject to redevelopment. The law, as finally enacted, described them as areas where “there exist unsanitary and substandard housing conditions owing to over-crowding and concentration of population, improper planning, excessive land coverage, lack of proper light, air and space, unsanitary design and arrangement, or lack of proper sanitary facilities . . . .” Although the legislation did not use the same terms, it borrowed from definitions of “slums” and “blight” that had been developed by planners beginning in the late 1920s.


94 1934 N.Y. Laws 17–23.
95 Id. at 23.
96 Id. at 19–23.
97 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 58; see also Pritchett, supra note 10, at 8 (discussing the importance of eminent domain in early slum clearance projects).
98 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 56.
100 Pritchett, supra note 10, at 15-16.
foresee was that over the years, successive acts and judicial interpretations would expand the meaning of “substandard” and “insanitary” well beyond their original meaning.

C. Housing Authorities as Public Authorities

One of the MHAL’s most significant innovations was its use of the public authority governmental structure. The legislature, because of restrictions in the New York State Constitution, could only issue restrictions in the New York State Constitution, could only issue bonds to finance costs not covered by federal slum clearance funding if the bonds were approved by the voters, and the voters generally did not want to authorize new debt. Local governments were also constrained by debt limits in the constitution. Public authorities, however, are classified as quasi-public (or quasi-private) corporations and are not subject to the constitution’s debt limits. They may issue bonds without voter approval, and because they are independent entities, the state and its municipalities are not technically liable for their debts.

In 1934, public authorities were a relatively new form of government, although existing authorities included the Port of New York Authority, the New York State Bridge Authority, the Jones Beach State Parkway Authority, the Triborough Bridge Authority, and the Bethpage Park Authority. These authorities relied on fairly ascertainable revenue streams, such as tolls from roads and bridges, to secure their bond issues, and by doing so they could obtain financing for large scale public works projects that cities and state agencies could only undertake with voter approval.

102 N.Y. CONST. art. VIII, § 2.
103 1921 N.Y. Laws 496.
104 1932 N.Y. Laws 1172.
105 1933 N.Y. Laws 105.
106 Id. at 536.
107 Id. at 1626. See Gaynor v. Marohn, 198 N.E. 13, 16 (N.Y. 1935) (listing public authorities existing in 1935).
108 See N.Y. STATE MORELAND ACT COMM’N ON THE URBAN DEV. CORP. AND OTHER STATE FIN. AGENCIES, RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE: A REFORM PROGRAM FOR NEW YORK STATE AND ITS PUBLIC AUTHORITIES 85 (1976) [hereinafter RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE] (discussing the concept of revenue bonds); see also CARO, supra note 52, at 607–36 (discussing Robert Moses’ pioneering use of public authorities in New York).
Municipal housing authorities were rather different than these authorities. The MHAL, to begin with, did not limit housing authorities’ activities to specific, identified projects, as had been the case with the most of the earlier authorities. Rather, housing authorities themselves could determine the location and number of projects they intended to complete.\textsuperscript{109} It was also somewhat debatable whether housing authorities would actually have any revenues with which to secure their bonds, given the real and perceived financial risks associated with low income housing projects.\textsuperscript{110} Nevertheless, housing authority projects were described as “self-liquidating,”\textsuperscript{111} and legislators supported the proposal because “neither state nor city governments were responsible for an authority’s financial obligations.”\textsuperscript{112} They did not point out that the MHAL included a provision allowing cities to make substantial financial “advances” to housing authorities.\textsuperscript{113}

The MHAL was also notable for using the public authority structure to insulate public housing programs from partisan politics. Charles Abrams and the other drafters of the MHAL included a variety of safeguards in the law to insulate housing authorities from intrusive elected officials, such as staggered terms for board members and limits on mayors’ abilities to...

\textsuperscript{109} See 5 N.Y. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION COMM., NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS AND PROBLEMS 96 (1938) [hereinafter POLETTI REPORT ON NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT]; 11 N.Y. STATE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION COMM., PROBLEMS RELATING TO HOME RULE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 238–39 (1938) [hereinafter POLETTI REPORT ON HOME RULE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT].

\textsuperscript{110} See POLETTI REPORT ON NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT, supra note 109, at 106 (noting “many experts believe that low-rent housing development cannot be self sustaining and that under present conditions they should not be. Most plans now being considered, contemplate government subsidies whether by outright cash appropriation or by tax exemption or both”). Additionally, while infrastructure authorities might raise additional funds by increasing tolls or fees, raising rentals for housing authority projects would have negated the purpose of building them. See PLUNZ, supra note 14, at 208 (stating “[o]bviously, limitations on rents had to be enforced in order to fulfill the goals of the programs”).

\textsuperscript{111} See, e.g., POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 414.

\textsuperscript{112} HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 59; see also Memorandum from Governor Herbert H. Lehman to the New York State Legislature Renewing Recommendation to Permit Cities to Create Municipal Housing Authorities for Clearing Slums and Providing Low Cost Housing (Oct. 18, 1933), in PUB. PAPERS OF GOVERNOR HERBERT H. LEHMAN, supra note 89, at 181 (stating “[n]either the credit of the State nor that of its cities is involved by the creation of municipal housing authorities”).

\textsuperscript{113} See 1934 N.Y. Laws 16–17.
remove board members. These provisions, however, were not especially effective. Mayor LaGuardia asserted his control over the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) soon after it was created, and as a result, Abrams resigned from the board and the chairman, Langdon Post, was dismissed. In designing authorities to be independent, Abrams and his colleagues also failed to consider the dangers of unrestrained autonomy and “[t]he possibility that nonelected officials, such as Robert Moses, might use authorities for their own questionable purposes . . .”

D. First Houses and New York City Housing Authority v. Muller

The first housing project to be completed under the MHAL was also one of the earliest in the United States, and it was aptly named “First Houses.” Located on East Third Street on the Lower East Side, First Houses resulted in another milestone when the Court of Appeals became the first state high court to approve the use of eminent domain for slum clearance and low-income housing. The case arose when NYCHA sought to acquire two adjoining old law tenements owned by Andrew and Rosa Muller. The housing authority had already acquired parcels on either side of the Mullers’ buildings, and at least by its account, the Mullers refused to sell their tenements “excepting at prices largely in excess of the true value thereof, and which [were] exorbitant . . . and which [NYCHA] would not be justified

\[114\] **HENDERSON**, *supra* note 2, at 56–57.
\[115\] *Id.* at 78–80.
\[116\] *Id.* at 59. See also **POLETTI REPORT ON HOME RULE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT**, *supra* note 109, at 244 (questioning whether authorities’ independence made “the lines of popular control...so indirect as to be almost nonexistent”).
\[117\] See Maxwell H. Tretter, *Public Housing Finance*, 54 Harv. L. Rev. 1325, 1325 n.2 (1941). For additional background on the project’s planning and financing, see **HENDERSON**, *supra* note 2, at 68–70.
\[118\] N.Y.C. Hous. Auth. v. Muller, 1 N.E.2d 153, 154, 156 (N.Y. 1936); *Housing Act Valid, High Court Rules, Attacking Slums*, N.Y. Times, Mar. 18, 1936, at 1. While the Court of Appeals may have been the first state high court to determine that slum clearance and low income housing were public uses in the context of eminent domain, courts in California, New Jersey, and North Dakota had earlier reached similar results in taxing and spending challenges. Willmon v. Powell, 266 P. 1029, 1031 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1928); Simon v. O’Toole, 155 A. 449, 452 (N.J. 1931); Green v. Frazier, 176 N.W. 11, 11–12 (N.D. 1920), aff’d, 253 U.S. 233, 243 (1920). For a listing of early state cases holding slum clearance and redevelopment to be public uses sufficient to support the use of eminent domain, see Lavine, *supra* note 10, at 438 n.69, 454 n.147.
in paying . . . ”119 The Mullers, indeed, seemed to fit the typical definition of “hold outs”; they did not raise any real objection to the claim that their buildings were substandard,120 but they refused NYCHA’s first offer because it was not in cash, and when the authority returned with a cash offer in the same amount, the Mullers raised their price by about 30 percent.121 NYCHA then commenced condemnation proceedings, and the appraisers awarded the Mullers an amount well below the properties’ assessed value.122

In affirming the condemnation order in New York City Housing Authority v. Muller, the Court of Appeals, possibly drawing on the “masterful” amicus brief submitted by Charles Abrams,123 emphasized the social and economic liabilities caused by insanitary slum areas, including disease, crime, and the high costs of providing social services to residents. The court also pointed out that restrictive legislation was not enough, because viable solutions to the slum problem required both large scale clearance and the construction of low income housing—”the two things necessarily go together.”124 As the court explained, eminent domain was necessary “to deal . . . with the occasional greedy owner seeking excessive profit by holding out. The cure is to be wrought, not through the regulated ownership of the individual, but through the ownership and operation by or under the direct control of the public itself.”125

First Houses was completed in 1935, before the Court of Appeals issued its decision. Average rentals for the project’s first residents were slightly more than six dollars a room, and more than 4,000 people applied for its 120 apartments.126 The project was praised as groundbreaking by Mayor LaGuardia, Governor Lehman, President Franklin Roosevelt and First Lady Eleanor,

---

119 Amended Petition for Condemnation and Apportionment of Commissioners on Appraisal at 29, N.Y.C. Hous. Auth. v. Muller, 1 N.E.2d 153 (N.Y. 1936) [hereinafter AMENDED PETITION FOR CONDEMNATION].
120 ABRAMS AMICUS BRIEF, supra note 15, at 5.
121 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 72 (describing the negotiations between NYCHA and the Mullers).
123 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 73.
124 Muller, 1 N.E.2d at 155; see also ABRAMS AMICUS BRIEF, supra note 15, at 54 (stating “construction is a necessary corollary of slum clearance”).
125 Muller, 1 N.E.2d at 155.
126 City-Built Homes Will Open Dec. 3, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 21, 1935, at 3.
Robert Moses, and many other notables. However, the housing authority focused on quality more than cost in its pilot project, making First Houses “an anachronism and atypical of what was to come in the following three decades of public housing.”

Despite acclaim for First Houses and frequent citation to New York City Housing Authority v. Muller, it should not be forgotten that public housing in New York was segregated in the 1930s. NYCHA’s second project and the First Houses’ counterpart for black residents, the Harlem River Houses, was completed in 1937, marking the city’s first real (if begrudging) acknowledgment of the racial issues intimately related to the slum problem. Although Abrams would later point to public housing projects as evidence supporting the viability and validity of integrated housing, his support for civil rights during the 1930s was uncommon.

In 1939, however, New York became the first state to prohibit discrimination in public housing. This would become increasingly important for minority residents as discriminatory housing practices became more prevalent in the 1940s and 1950s. NYCHA also created a progressive integration program, although it would prove to be “quixotic” during the most intensive years of urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s. Today, the public housing program in New York City is viewed as successful, at least in comparison to the well-publicized failures in cities like Chicago and St. Louis; indeed, the New York City Housing Authority’s holdings account for 10% of the public housing stock in the entire country. Ironically, the city’s success may be attributable in part to the extent of its early slum problem, as the tenements, contrasted with the city’s better managed middle class apartments, gave early public housing administrators the

---

128 See PLUNZ, supra note 14, at 209.
129 See id. at 215–16 (discussing the architecture).
130 See POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 415. The housing authority did not give serious attention to building the Harlem River Houses until race riots broke out in Harlem in 1935. See BLOOM, supra note 11, at 32; see also 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY 1896 TO THE PRESENT 377 (Paul Finkelman ed., 2009).
131 HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 132.
132 1939 N.Y. Laws 2038.
133 See BLOOM, supra note 11, at 169.
134 See id. at 168–80.
experience necessary to maintain management quality.\textsuperscript{135}

IV. THE HOUSING ARTICLE OF THE 1938 NEW YORK CONSTITUTION

A. Constitutional Limitations on State and Local Housing Programs

While \textit{Muller} became a landmark case for its holding that slum clearance and public housing were public uses sufficient to support the use of eminent domain, the case did not raise the opportunity for the court to rule on the various legal issues surrounding housing authority bonds and state and city funding for public housing.\textsuperscript{136} Although housing authorities technically did not use the “credit” of the state or local governments, they were not, as some may have believed, financially self-supporting. Rather, it quickly became apparent that large state and local subsidies would be necessary for housing authorities to make any demonstrable impact on the state’s continuing housing problems. And although the 1937 U.S. Housing Act provided some federal funding, it simply was not enough.\textsuperscript{137}

Direct state and local funding for housing, as mentioned above, raised a number of constitutional problems. First, the New York Constitution prohibited the state from giving or loaning its credit to “corporations.” While legal scholars disagreed as to whether this provision applied to municipal housing authorities, or even local governments, which are technically public corporations, it was generally agreed that the constitution prohibited grants and loans to limited dividend housing companies.\textsuperscript{138} A similar gift/loan clause applied to local governments.\textsuperscript{139} The constitution also strictly limited the amount of debt that could be undertaken

\textsuperscript{135} See \textit{id.} at 3.

\textsuperscript{136} While the Mullers did assert that the city would have to appropriate funds to the authority to make the authority’s projects financially feasible, they made this point only in passing and did not specifically raise the question of whether the city’s contributions might violate the state constitution’s local debt or credit provisions. \textit{Brief of Defendant-Appellants at 27–28, N.Y. City Hous. Auth. v. Muller, 1 N.E.2d 153 (N.Y. 1936).}

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Poletti Report on State and Local Government, supra} note 50, at 252–53.


\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Poletti Report on Taxation and Finance, supra} note 14, at 419 (noting the differences between the gift/loan clauses applicable to state versus local governments).
by local governments to 10% of the assessed value of the property within their borders, and most local governments had already “practically exhausted” their debt margins. 140 Legal scholars agreed that these debt limits would in many cases prevent loans to both municipal housing authorities and limited dividend housing companies, 141 and some believed that a housing authority’s bonds might even be deemed municipal debt for purposes of the constitutional limits. 142

A closely related question was whether a city might be held liable if its housing authority defaulted on its debts. Although the MHAL disclaimed any government liability for municipal housing authority bonds, 143 the Court of Appeals had recognized in 1926 that the state might be held responsible based on its “moral obligation,” even in the absence of any legal basis for liability. 144 A 1935 decision suggested that the MHAL’s non-liability provision would be upheld against any assertion of a moral obligation, 145 but a number of factual distinctions 146 and the possibility of mortgage (as opposed to bond) debt 147 left the exact status of housing authority obligations unclear.

B. The 1938 Housing Article

These constitutional problems were disposed of in 1938, when

140 Id. at 421; see also Robertson v. Zimmerman, 196 N.E. 740, 741–42 (N.Y. 1935) (explaining that the city favored the creation of a sewer authority over constructing new infrastructure itself because it had exhausted its constitutional debt limit).
141 See POLETTI REPORT ON TAXATION AND FINANCE, supra note 14, at 420–23.
142 POLETTI REPORT ON NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT, supra note 109, at 106.
143 1934 N.Y. Laws 23.
145 Robertson, 196 N.E. at 744; see POLETTI REPORT ON NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT, supra note 109, at 104.
146 Robertson involved the Buffalo Sewer Authority, which was authorized to assess charges against all properties served by the completed sewer project—a revenue stream more akin to the tolls of bridge and highway authorities than to the rents collected by municipal housing authorities. Robertson, 196 N.E. at 741. Moreover, Robertson involved only a facial challenge to the Buffalo Sewer Authority enabling legislation; it did not contemplate the equitable considerations that would be raised in the case of an actual default, as in Williamsburgh Savings Bank. Compare Robertson, 196 N.E. at 741 with Williamsburgh Sav. Bank, 153 N.E. at 61.
the voters approved a new state constitution. An entirely new housing article was added to the constitution, declaring in unequivocal terms that slum clearance and low-income housing were public uses. The housing article gave the legislature and local governments the authority to give or loan monies to housing authorities and limited dividend housing companies, and also allowed them to issue bonds and contract indebtedness. Cities were permitted to incur debt to 2% above their general debt limits to finance low-income housing, and tax exemptions and the use of eminent domain were also authorized. Additionally, the housing article specifically permitted excess condemnation,\textsuperscript{148} and a separate provision was added in the corporations article to ensure that public authority debt would not be considered an obligation of the state or any city government.\textsuperscript{149} Concurrently, the voters authorized the state to spend up to $300 million on slum clearance and housing.\textsuperscript{150}

V. REDEVELOPMENT COMPANIES

A. The 1941 Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law

In the early 1940s, legislation began to take shape that would reaffirm New York’s status as “the cradle of the slum clearance and housing movement.”\textsuperscript{151} Business leaders wanted to see slum areas cleared for market rate as well as non-residential redevelopment projects, and they lobbied for the subsidies that would be necessary for large-scale clearance projects that could compete with cheap and increasingly accessible suburban areas.\textsuperscript{152} Although rarely acknowledged outright, the desire to completely reshape urban areas also had to do with removing many of the people who lived there, as discriminatory lending

\textsuperscript{148} N.Y. Const. art. XVIII, § 8.

\textsuperscript{149} N.Y. Const. art. X, § 5.

\textsuperscript{150} N.Y. Const. art. XVIII, § 3; see Historical Society of the Courts of the State of New York, Votes Cast for and Against Proposed Constitutional Conventions and also Proposed Constitutional Amendments 20 (1990) [hereinafter Votes Cast for and Against Proposed Constitutional Amendments], available at http://www.nycourts.gov/history/constitutions/votes/pg1.htm.

\textsuperscript{151} Samuel Zipp, Manhattan Projects: The Rise and Fall of Urban Renewal in Cold War New York 79 (2010).

\textsuperscript{152} See Memorandum from the Merchs. Ass’n of N.Y. on the Proposed Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law (Jan. 1941) [hereinafter Merchs. Ass’n Memo], in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892.
practices made mortgages and loans all but impossible to secure in racially diverse areas and neighborhoods characterized by older buildings.\textsuperscript{153} Abrams was wary of increasing private control over the redevelopment process, and although he understood that private funding was necessary, he favored public housing authorities and strict regulations on subsidized developers. His view, however, was in the minority.\textsuperscript{154}

Legislation authorizing the creation of private redevelopment companies was proposed as early as 1934, but the state’s Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law (URCL) was not passed until 1941.\textsuperscript{155} The law was drafted primarily by the Merchants’ Association of New York and, similar to the provisions for limited dividend housing companies, it permitted the formation of specially regulated redevelopment companies that would be eligible for tax exemptions and could condemn property.\textsuperscript{156} To prevent private companies from gaining windfalls, the legislation contained a number of safeguards,\textsuperscript{157} including a requirement

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{153} See Joel Schwartz, The New York Approach: Robert Moses, Urban Liberals, and Redevelopment of the Inner City 296 (1993); Lavine, supra note 10, at 439 (discussing redlining); Merchs. Ass’n Memo, supra note 152.
  \item \textsuperscript{154} Henderson, supra note 2, at 125.
  \item \textsuperscript{155} 1941 N.Y. Laws 2039; see also Letter from Holden, McLaughlin, and Assocs., Architects, to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 10, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892 (noting that Albert Wald introduced non-housing redevelopment legislation in 1934). Another bill, drafted primarily by Robert Moses, was proposed in 1940, but was vetoed by Governor Lehman.
  \item \textsuperscript{156} There was still considerable concern that the URCL would result in undue subsidies. See Hallett Letter, supra note 156; Weinfeld 1941 Letter, supra note 156; Letter from The Sav. Banks Ass’n of the State of N.Y., to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 23, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892; Letter from Louis H. Pink, N.Y. State Ins. Dep’t, to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 21, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892; Letter from Fiorello LaGuardia, Mayor, N.Y. City, to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 19, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892; Letter from N.Y. State Indus. Union Council, to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 18, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892; Letter from Eugene Connolly, Chairman, American Labor Party, to Herbert H. Lehman, Governor of N.Y. State (Apr. 15, 1941), in Bill Jacket, L. 1941 c. 892; Letter from Joseph Curran, President,
that redevelopment plans receive approval by the planning commission and the local legislative body. Findings also had to be made that the area was substandard or insanitary, that adequate public facilities were available or would be provided, that the plan was consistent with any existing comprehensive plans, and that the proposed financing was feasible. Based upon the belief that only large-scale investments should deserve subsidy, minimum size requirements were also set for redevelopment areas, and to prevent speculation, eminent domain was only permitted if the redevelopment company owned at least half of the property (measured by land area and assessed valuations). Significantly, the URCL required the planning commission to find, after a public hearing, that adequate and substantially similar housing would be available to residents displaced from project sites, and it allowed cities to impose relocation costs on redevelopment companies.

B. The 1942 Redevelopment Companies Law

The URCL, although “well conceived and integrated,” would prove to be ineffective. While the Merchants’ Union was drafting it, a similar bill was taking shape behind the scenes, largely through the skilled maneuvering of Robert Moses (New York’s infamous “master builder”) and largely to suit the needs of insurance companies. These corporations needed investment


158 1941 N.Y. Laws 2044–47.

159 Id. at 2039.

160 See id.at 2043, 2055–2056 (providing a definition of “minimum condemnation requirement”).

161 See id.; see also WEINFELD 1941 LETTER, supra note 156.


163 See CABO, supra note 52, at 10.

164 Moses drafted the legislation with the aid of insurance company representatives, and had been in discussions with several insurance companies about more specific project proposals prior to the bill’s enactment. See HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 126; Robert Moses, Letter to the Editor, Stuyvesant Town Defended, N.Y. TIMES, June 3, 1943, at 20; Memorandum from C.S.S. Comm. on Hous. (Feb. 20, 1942), in Bill Jacket, L. 1942 c. 845 (stating that the
opportunities and they stood to benefit secondarily from improving the sanitation of their policy holders’ dwellings.\textsuperscript{165} Due to their fiduciary responsibilities, however, many of them were wary of the financial risks associated with affordable housing projects.\textsuperscript{166} Moses knew that the large investment power of these corporations could be used to undertake slum clearance projects of unprecedented size, a proposition that was alluring for its audacity and because it might finally rid the city of its worst slum areas. Moses also knew that the restrictions in the URCL were too onerous for the insurance companies’ liking,\textsuperscript{167} and for that reason, he set about drafting new legislation. The result was the Redevelopment Companies Law (RCL) of 1942.\textsuperscript{168}

Although similar in its framework to the URCL, the RCL was less restrictive regarding corporate dividends and it limited projects to primarily residential development, regardless of whether commercial or industrial redevelopment might be preferable. The RCL also had no minimum area requirement or 50% ownership prerequisite to condemnation, and while retaining the requirement that plans had to assure the availability of adequate replacement housing, it did away with the public

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{165} See ZIPP, supra note 151, at 75, 78.
\item \textsuperscript{166} See HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 126.
\item \textsuperscript{167} See supra note 164.
\item \textsuperscript{168} 1942 N.Y. Laws 1855.
\end{itemize}
Because of these changes, the RCL was strongly criticized by a variety of government officials and public interest groups. In Abrams' view, the subsidies outlined in the bill would "assure [the insurance companies] of a handsome profit at taxpayers' expense." One of the most serious criticism of the bill, raised in a letter to the Governor from the State Housing Commissioner, Edward Weinfeld, was that it would substantially undercut the incentives available for limited dividend housing companies, which unlike redevelopment companies, had maximum rent limits. The Governor's counsel, Nathan Sobel, wrote a lengthy memo outlining the bill's deficiencies, and although Sobel recommended that Governor Lehman sign the bill, he stated that he "wouldn't brag about it."

C. 1943 Amendments to the Redevelopment Companies Law

Despite Moses' entreaties to the insurance companies and passage of the 1942 RCL, most of the insurance companies were
uninterested. Frustrated with this “corporate shortsightedness,” Moses began negotiations with the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in the fall of 1942, and offered to obtain additional amendments to the RCL. These amendments were enacted in the spring of 1943, although Governor Dewey, upon signing them into law, stated that he was “doubtful” about some of the provisions. The changes, aside from altering various stock and dividend provisions, subtly modified the RCL’s description of blight to clearly encompass nonresidential substandard areas, and declared redevelopment
to be a “superior public use” for condemnation purposes. The amendments also extended the maximum length of tax exemptions from twenty to twenty-five years, made it easier for redevelopment companies to dissolve prior to expiration of their tax exemptions, and clarified that the RCL’s restrictions would no longer apply if a company chose the early repayment and dissolution option. Finally, the amendments reduced even further the requirements for rehousing displaced persons and weakened the already minimal role of local planning commissions.

D. Stuyvesant Town, Murray v. La Guardia, and Dorsey v. Stuyvesant Town

After the 1943 amendments were enacted, Met Life created the Stuyvesant Town Redevelopment Company and submitted a plan covering an eighteen-block area in the gas house district. The neighborhood still had many old law tenements, and inflated land prices had inhibited new development. According to Metropolitan, it had “slowly lapsed into obsolescence” although others, including residents, focused on the district’s more positive traits, especially its location, diverse ethnic character, and affordability. Regardless of the neighborhood’s relative merits, Met Life planned to tear down the tenements and replace them with thirty-five geometrically arranged residential high rises, to be known as Stuyvesant Town. The 11,000 mostly low and middle income residents of the gas house district were to be relocated, and once the project was finished, they would be replaced by more than twice as many residents of a distinctly higher income bracket. Stuyvesant Town would also abut a
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180 Id. at 704–05.
181 Id. at 706, 708.
182 Id. at 696–97.
183 Id. at 701–03. Charles Abrams called the failure to include any re-housing provisions in the 1943 amendments “vicious.” Henderson, supra note 2, at 127.
184 1943 N.Y. Laws 701–03 (removing language allowing planning commissions to develop rules and regulations for project applications; removing provision allowing planning commission to require a dedication of land for park or recreation purposes; and providing that all planning commission and supervisory agency oversight would end (for insurance companies) upon finalization of redevelopment contract); id. at 703 (giving local legislative body the ability to override (by supermajority) a planning commission’s rejection).
185 See Murray Brief, supra note 174, at 4–5.
186 Zipp, supra note 151, at 89.
similar privately financed and slightly higher rent Metropolitan project called Peter Cooper Village, and together they would create more than 10,000 apartments. The project was unprecedented, and was described either as a “suburb in the city,” by its supporters, or a “medieval walled city,” by critics. It would also “demonstrate[] for the first time [Moses’] capacity to implement what came to be called the ‘bulldozer approach’ to urban renewal.”

Stuyvesant Town did not go unchallenged. In the spring of 1943, a group of residents in the gas house district, led by Mary Murray, challenged the constitutionality of the RCL and sought to enjoin the city from condemning their property. They first claimed that the RCL disregarded and violated the constitutional limitations imposed on slum clearance and housing projects in the 1938 constitution because redevelopment companies were not truly “regulated by law as to rents, profits, dividends and disposition of [their] property.” In particular, they explained that under the 1943 amendments to the RCL, a redevelopment company could use eminent domain to acquire property and then “shake off” all of the law’s regulations by repaying its tax exemption. Additionally, the property owners argued that the project would not serve a public purpose because, as conceded by Met Life, it would not include any low income housing. Contrary to Met Life’s position, they claimed that “[t]he prime purpose [of the housing article] was to help the slum dwellers and not to evict them for the benefit of tenants who do not live in slums and who can afford to pay rentals in apartments available
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187 See New Housing Units for 12,000 Families, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 21, 1945.
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in non-slum areas.”

The New York County Supreme Court ruled against the property owners, and the Board of Estimate gave Stuyvesant Town final approval the next day. The appellate division affirmed, although one judge dissented, agreeing with the property owners that private corporations receiving the benefit of eminent domain were required, under the 1938 housing article, to be regulated by law throughout their existence. “I cannot believe,” he explained, “that these salutary provisions of the Constitution are satisfied by restrictions from which the corporation may escape at will.”

When the case, Murray v. LaGuardia, was decided by the New York State Court of Appeals, it set a broad precedent for the use of eminent domain for redevelopment. The court rejected the argument that Stuyvesant Town was not adequately regulated, holding, with one dissent on the point, that the housing article only required companies to be regulated as to rents and profits if they were directly authorized to condemn property. Regulations would not be required where, as with Stuyvesant Town, the property was to be condemned by the city and then transferred to the developer. The court also held that there was no violation of the state constitution’s public use clause, regardless of whether the project might carry incidental private benefits for Metropolitan. Perhaps most significantly, the court determined that the 1938 housing article authorized slum clearance “or” low income housing as separate and distinct public uses.

Using a rule of statutory construction to resolve the issue was arguably inappropriate given that the constitutional record and debates illustrated different opinions on the issue. The New York Court
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196 Stuyvesant Town Approved By Board, N.Y. TIMES, June 4, 1943, at 23.
198 52 N.E.2d 884 (N.Y. 1943).
199 Id. at 889 (Lehman, J., dissenting.)
200 Id. at 888.
201 Id. at 889.
202 See Poletti Report On The Bill of Rights, supra note 16, at 620–21 (discussing objections to the proposed constitutional amendment’s thirty-year limit for state bonds and supporting longer periods because “the consequent necessity of amortizing loans to public corporations within thirty years would very seriously militate against the achievement of rentals within the financial reach of slum dwellers.”); id. at 622–23 (explaining why annual contributions were considered preferable to capital grants for purposes of reducing rentals and
of Appeals itself, only seven years earlier, had proclaimed in *New York City Housing Authority v. Muller* that “the two things necessarily go together.” In separating the goals of slum clearance and low income housing, *Murray* thus marked a clear shift in the emphasis of redevelopment away from social welfare and toward economic growth. Moreover, “[b]y conflating the two steps—slum clearance and redevelopment—courts made the dramatic expansion of eminent domain powers appear unexceptional.” Charles Abrams more bluntly described it as a “‘perversion’ of public policy . . . .”

Many people liked Stuyvesant Town when it was completed, but the project also raised criticisms for displacing thousands of people, and for its architecture, unaffordability, and lack of an on-site school. The development’s most controversial aspect, however, was the fact that Stuyvesant Town refused to rent units to African Americans and other minorities, claiming that integration would make the project less marketable. At the urging of City Councilmen Stanley Isaacs and Adam Clayton Powell Jr., Abrams drafted an anti-discrimination ordinance that would have extended the state’s ban on racial discrimination in public housing to cover housing built by redevelopment companies. Met Life was politically connected, though, and the ordinance was amended by the City Council to include an
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exception for Stuyvesant Town. From Abrams’ perspective, Stuyvesant Town’s discrimination policy and the city’s reaction were symptomatic of the blurring of public and private redevelopment roles that underlay the RCL. As he explained, “[a]s long as government and private activities functioned in separate spheres . . . they also functioned under separate levels of ethics.” As public programs became more reliant on their private partners, their ethical standards and goals relaxed to conform with business priorities—in this case, fears that integration would damage the project’s marketability.

Stuyvesant Town’s discrimination policies were challenged as equal protection violations, and in a decision that can only be seen as odious and incorrect under the modern doctrine of state action, the New York Court of Appeals held in favor of Stuyvesant Town. In a poorly reasoned opinion, the majority approved publicly subsidized discrimination by claiming that Stuyvesant Town was a private project, despite Murray’s holding that the project was a public use, and despite the project’s significant tax exemptions and other subsidies. The case, Dorsey v. Stuyvesant Town, was seemingly at odds with Shelley v. Kraemer, which had been decided the year before, but the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari. It was surely an immeasurable disappointment for Abrams, who represented the civil rights plaintiffs (along with future U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall), especially because the courts cited to Muller to justify the use of eminent domain. Shortly after the case was decided, however, the state legislature extended the ban on racial discrimination in public housing to all publicly assisted housing.

212 Dorsey v. Stuyvesant Town Corp., 87 N.E.2d 541, 553 (Fuld, J., dissenting).
213 Henderson, supra note 2, at 148.
214 Dorsey, 87 N.E.2d at 551 (N.Y. 1949) (majority opinion). Robert Moses described the public subsidies as “minimum inducements.” Henderson, supra note 2, at 128.
215 334 U.S. 1, 13 (1948) (holding that the courts could not enforce racially-based restrictive covenants because the court action would constitute state action).
Surprisingly, *Dorsey* has yet to be expressly overturned. In fact, the New York Court of Appeals cited it in 2009.\(^\text{219}\) The court’s statement that *Dorsey* “did not concern a project to which state funds had been committed”\(^\text{220}\) can be interpreted as implicitly affirming *Dorsey*, which relied on the fiction that Stuyvesant Town was a private project not involving any state action. Most likely, the inclusion of the citation was not intended to support *Dorsey*'s holding, but there was no reason for the court to cite *Dorsey* at all,\(^\text{221}\) and it certainly should not have been cited in a manner that could be mistaken for an affirmation of the racist opinion. It must be hoped that this was simply an example of judicial carelessness, and that the Court of Appeals will find another opportunity to formally denounce the case.

### E. Other Redevelopment Company Projects

Under pressure regarding Stuyvesant Town’s racial policies, Met Life organized a second redevelopment company to build a project in Harlem for non-white residents.\(^\text{222}\) Aside from these projects, however, the RCL was primarily used for middle income cooperative housing projects.\(^\text{223}\) Like Stuyvesant Town, these were “tower in the park” type developments, and they displaced large numbers of residents. Relocation efforts at some sites were anemic,\(^\text{224}\) but by at least some accounts, requirements prescribed by the Federal Home Finance Agency and the City Slum Clearance Committee mitigated displacement impacts. At the Seward Park Cooperative, for example, more than ninety percent of the site families either self-relocated (with a bonus cash payment), accepted housing found by the sponsor, moved into

\(^\text{220}\) Id. (citations omitted).
\(^\text{221}\) Goldstein v. New York State Urban Development Corp, concerned the use of eminent domain for the Atlantic Yards Project and did not involve any questions about state action. Regardless, citation to Murray alone would have sufficed. Id.
\(^\text{222}\) PLUNZ, supra note 14, at 256.
\(^\text{223}\) See Morris, supra note 162, at 500. On the Lower East Side, for example, several projects modeled after the Amalgamated cooperatives were built in the 1940s and 50s, including the Hillman, East River Housing, and Seward Park cooperatives. See Cooperative Village Online Community, About Us, http://www.lesonline.org/cv/aboutus.htm (last visited Jan. 17, 2011); see also Abraham E. Kazan, *The Original Story of the Seward Park Cooperative* (1961), http://www.berlin.heimat.de/home/ifau/aktuell/Form_Groups.pdf.
\(^\text{224}\) CARO, supra note 52, at 965.
public housing, or remained on the site and moved into Seward Park when the new buildings were completed. Of the remainder, most were unaccounted for, and only five families had to be evicted. Seward Park and the other union sponsored cooperatives also benefited from the leadership of Abraham Kazan, who made affordable housing a priority over profits. Kazan built on the self-help concept of earlier cooperatives, making the residents themselves the only shareholders in the redevelopment company and imposing restrictions on the sale of cooperative units to maintain affordability.

F. Mitchell-Lama Projects and Later Privatization

High land acquisition costs and financing charges began to make the RCL less desirable in the 1950s, and the Limited Profit Housing Companies Law, more commonly known as Mitchell-Lama, was enacted as a further inducement to land clearance and housing development. The law, for the first time, authorized state and local low cost loans for private middle income housing developments, in addition to condemnation and tax exemptions, and it appropriated fifty-million dollars for this purpose. Unlike redevelopment companies, Mitchell-Lama projects were subject to rental restrictions similar to those imposed on limited dividend housing projects. Combined with the extensive federal subsidies available under Title I of the 1949 Housing Act, the Mitchell-Lama program became very successful, eventually producing 269 developments across the state with more than 105,000 units. However, Mitchell-Lama, along with other redevelopment programs, also led to widespread displacement. In New York City alone, it has been estimated that at least 170,000 families, and likely many more, were displaced for redevelopment projects in the 1950s and 1960s.

In 1961, the statutes governing limited dividend projects, urban redevelopment corporations, redevelopment companies, and Mitchell-Lama projects were recodified under a single title,
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the Private Housing Finance Law. Since then, many of the RCL cooperatives and Mitchell-Lama buildings have become privatized. Met Life’s 2006 sale of Stuyvesant Town and Peter Cooper Village for $5.4 billion, at the height of the real estate bubble, became the largest real estate deal in American history. Although no longer owned by a redevelopment company, Stuyvesant Town continues to be subject to rent control and stabilization regulations, and the same is true for many other privatized buildings. However, even though the legislature authorized the voluntary dissolution of limited dividend housing companies organized after 1962, recent litigation has established that projects built prior to 1962 may only be transferred to public entities or other limited dividend housing corporations, which essentially prevents their privatization.

VI. THE EXPANSION OF URBAN REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

A. Municipal Urban Renewal Legislation

Murray greatly increased the permissible scope of urban renewal projects by removing any real limitation on what could be built on former slum land, so long as the slum conditions themselves were removed. When federal funding for site acquisition and clearance became available under Title I of the 1949 and 1954 Housing Acts, moreover, municipal urban renewal projects became financially feasible.

234 Rent control and stabilization are beyond the scope of this article. For additional information, see Brescia, supra note 231, at 717.
237 The 1949 and 1954 Housing Acts did impose various restrictions on slum
the legislature enacted a patchwork of laws intended to foster both public and private participation in redevelopment projects.

Local governments in New York were given statutory authority to condemn property for the “clearance, re-planning, reconstruction, and neighborhood rehabilitation of substandard and insanitary areas” in 1945, although cities could condemn slum properties on behalf of redevelopment companies and housing authorities under earlier legislation. In 1949, municipalities were given the ability, after a public hearing and approval from the planning commission, to acquire land for private slum clearance and redevelopment projects. Local governments were expressly authorized to issue bonds for slum clearance projects and to participate in federal funding programs in 1950, and in 1956, they were authorized to engage in pilot programs and accept funding provided under the 1954 U.S. Housing Act.

Significantly, in 1957, the legislature determined that preventive measures, rather than just remedial measures, were needed to fight the slums. By authorizing municipalities to clear and redevelop “deteriorating areas” in addition to full fledged slums, the legislature expanded the definition of “substandard” and “unsanitary” that was first drafted into law in the Municipal Housing Authorities Law by Charles Abrams. The legislation also created new criteria for defining substandard areas, such as zoning violations, depreciating property values, reduced private investment, reduced tax revenues, inappropriately subdivided land, diverse ownership, and title problems.

In 1961, the various statutes governing municipal urban renewal projects were consolidated into a new article in the

clearance projects, including requirements for planning and public participation. See HENDERSON, supra note 2, at 194-197.
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242 1957 N.Y. Laws 1482. Before a project could go forward, the site had to be designated as “deteriorating” by the planning commission, following a public hearing, and a preliminary plan had to be approved following a second public hearing. Id. Approval also had to be obtained from the local governing body. Id. at 1483–84. Once the plan was in place, the local government could acquire and clear the land, or sell or lease it to private developers for clearance and redevelopment pursuant to the approved plan. Id. at 1485.
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General Municipal Law, and similar enabling legislation was enacted for municipal urban renewal authorities in 1962.

B. The Expanded Meaning of Blight and Kaskel v. Impellitteri

In practice, the concept of blight expanded to include underutilized property years before new definitions and criteria were enacted. The influence of business welfare policies was evident. As law professor Wendell Pritchett explained: “Because the term was so poorly defined, blight became a useful rhetorical device—a means by which real estate interests could reorganize property ownership by separating ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ land uses. The development of the discourse of blight provided real estate investors with a means to rationalize urban land ownership.”

Redevelopment projects in New York increasingly focused on the revenue-generating possibilities of project sites, rather than the severity of dwelling conditions faced by residents. “These kinds of projects,” New York City historian Samuel Zipp wrote, “confirmed that the primary objective of redevelopment had become keeping white and middle-class residents, shoppers, and audiences in town, thereby offsetting suburbanization, propping up central business districts, and easing the fiscal troubles of cities. This was the ultimate endgame for the ethic of city rebuilding.”

Increasingly broad blight determinations were also made possible by the growing importance of administrative discretion, which the courts were reluctant to question. As Abrams explained, this contributed to an “unrestricted exercise of public power on behalf of private interests . . . [that] transformed social reforms into tools of oppression.”

This pattern of vague standards, administrative discretion, and private subsidy played out in 1953 when the New York Court of Appeals upheld a broad definition of blight in Kaskel v. Impellitteri. The case involved a taxpayer’s claim that land
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near Columbus Circle in Manhattan was not sufficiently blighted to warrant clearance and redevelopment. The plaintiff claimed that the purpose of the condemnation was not primarily to eliminate tenements on the western portion of the redevelopment area, but to acquire the more valuable portion closer to Columbus Circle in order to build the New York Coliseum. As to the existence of blight, the plaintiff argued that a third of the area had already been cleared and was being used merely as parking lots—ready for redevelopment by private enterprise without subsidy—and that nearly forty percent of the area was built up with commercial buildings that were not considered substandard or insanitary. The plaintiff also cited a report made by a former NYCHA chief of planning, which found that most of the tenements had been brought up to code standards and only two percent of the site was actually substandard or insanitary.

The court, however, deferred to the city's determination that the entire area was a slum and granted the city's motion for summary judgment. As the court explained, it was not necessary for blighted areas to be "as noisome or dilapidated" as more traditional slums in order to be considered "substandard and insanitary by modern tests." The local government's blight determination, the court emphasized, would be upheld so long as it was not made "corruptly or irrationally or baselessly."

Judge Van Voorhis authored a strong dissent, arguing that the plaintiff

252 Id. at 661.  C. Clarence Kaskel, the title plaintiff in the case, was a jewelry/pawn shop owner and owned property on the site, in addition to being a general taxpayer.  Clarence Kaskel, Jeweler, 72, Dies, Ex-Head of Loan Brokerage Aided Crippled Children, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 8, 1962.

253 Kaskel, 115 N.E.2d at 664 (Van Voorhis, J., dissenting).
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255 Id. While the court concluded that the plaintiff had to submit evidence of fraud or illegality in order to be able to challenge the decision, the plaintiff in Kaskel brought suit as a taxpayer, not a condemnee. The taxpayers' cause of action is authorized by a statutory provision, section 51 of the General Municipal Law, which necessitates that "fraud or illegality in the sense of a public expenditure totally beyond the power of an agency . . . are the only grounds on which otherwise uninjured taxpayers are permitted standing . . . ." Yonkers Cmty. Dev. Agency v. Morris, 335 N.E.2d 327, 333 (N.Y. 1975). Today, the standing requirements to challenge a condemnation are located in the Eminent Domain Procedure Law, which provides that any person aggrieved by a condemnor's determination and findings may petition for suit, and review will be limited to: (1) procedural due process claims; (2) whether the condemnor acted within its authority; (3) whether SEQRA review was properly conducted; and (4) whether there would be a public use. The requirements of fraud and illegality are not included in this statute. N.Y. EM. DOM. PRO. LAW § 207 (McKinney 2002).
had produced enough evidence to survive summary dismissal.

The coliseum project, in fact, had been taken over by Robert Moses under the guise of the Triborough Bridge Authority. Moses was also in charge of the Slum Clearance Committee, which had deemed the site to be in need of redevelopment. He drew the boundaries of the redevelopment area so that fifty-three percent of the area to be cleared was housing—barely enough to qualify for Title I funding—and a twenty-story office tower was added to the project to produce extra revenue. The redevelopment had distinct racial impacts, and was considered by many to be an architectural low point for New York. The coliseum was functionally obsolete within a decade, with calls to demolish it being made throughout the 1980s. It was finally redeveloped, for a second time, in 2000. Where the coliseum failed, however, the nearby Lincoln Center, which was also built on a slum clearance site, has proven to be a more successful example of cultural redevelopment.

C. Vacant Land Blight Clearance and Cannata v. New York City

The meaning of blight was further stretched by 1958 amendments to the municipal urban renewal statutes that permitted the condemnation of vacant and predominantly vacant areas. Although the amendments were primarily intended to facilitate commercial and industrial interests by making it easier to assemble land, the law's ostensible purpose, included to

256 ZIPP, supra note 151 at 165 n.13 (citing SCHWARTZ, supra note 153, at 175).
258 Like Stuyvesant Town and the coliseum, Lincoln Center was a Robert Moses project, and it was part of his "vision of a reborn West Side." ZIPP, supra note 151 at 169.
260 See Lack of Room Here Called Major Cause of Industry Moves, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 21, 1963, at 17 (discussing lack of expansion space as motivation for
ensure its constitutionality, was to prevent the formation of slums and blighted areas. It listed a variety of rather vague factors that could be found as evidence of blight, and indicated that evidence of tangible physical blight was unnecessary.

The vacant land redevelopment law was challenged in the 1962 case, Cannata v. City of New York. Sixty-eight homeowners in the “predominantly vacant” project site, located in the Canarsie section of Brooklyn, challenged plans to redevelop the area as an industrial park. As required by the statute, the city had made findings regarding the area’s predominantly vacant character, and it had also identified the presence of three of the statute’s blight criteria. The court ruled in favor of the city, explaining that “an area does not have to be a ‘slum’ to make its redevelopment a public use nor is public use negated by a plan to turn a predominantly vacant, poorly developed and organized area into a site for new industrial buildings.”

Judge Van Voorhis dissented, as he had in Kaskel, establishing himself as an insistent opponent to expansive powers of eminent domain. He pointed out that the residences were neither physically deteriorated nor located in such a way as to interfere with the assembly of contiguous parcels. He looked to the constitutional amendments of 1938 to support his opinion, contending that the statute at issue involved neither slum clearance nor low income housing. Van Voorhis also questioned the validity of relying on intangible or speculative characteristics of blight. As he put it, the statute “provides for the elimination of potential slums, which means anything that city planners think does not conform to their designs.” Van Voorhis also called on his colleagues to limit their deference to the city and to
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consider the broader policy implications of their decision: “I see no escape from the duty and responsibility of courts . . . to weigh the social values which are involved, including the social value of ownership of private property, in order to determine whether the Legislature has exceeded its power under the Federal and State Constitutions.”

He rounded out his dissent with a striking parable:

When asked whether a ruler should compel a subject whose coat was too large for him to trade it with another whose coat was too small, if one of them objected to the exchange, the young future ruler replied in the affirmative, for the reason that then each would have a coat that fitted him. The mentor told him that he was wrong, since he had confused expediency with justice. The question here, it seems to me, is where to draw the line between supposed expediency and justice.

The project involved in Cannata was the first city-sponsored industrial project in New York. Although the project was controversial, and at one point was almost abandoned, the Flatlands Urban Industrial Park was completed in 1969. By 1970, it had leased space to a plastics factory, an electronics manufacturer, and an assembly plant. It was considered a success, as it created (or retained) thousands of jobs and boosted tax revenues sevenfold. Today, the site is located in one of New York City’s last remaining industrial areas.

D. Municipal Urban Redevelopment Agencies and Yonkers Community Redevelopment Agency v. Morris

The New York Court of Appeals continued to expand the scope of blight redevelopment and administrative discretion in the 1975 case Yonkers Community Redevelopment Agency v. Morris, which involved the condemnation and clearance of a “substandard” area in order to assemble land for the Otis Elevator Company, a major employer in the city. The landowners and tenants claimed that their properties were not substandard
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and that the taking’s primary purpose was to confer a private benefit on Otis.\textsuperscript{278} Relying on \textit{Kaskel}, the lower court found that a trial was unnecessary because the defendants could not “present evidence sufficient to sustain a charge of fraud” and the appellate division affirmed.\textsuperscript{279}

The New York Court of Appeals began its analysis of the case with a recognition that the purposes of urban renewal were not fixed and could change over time. The court then explained that taking substandard land “for urban renewal is for a public purpose, just as it would be if it were taken for a public park, public school or public street,” and so long as the land was deemed substandard, it was irrelevant that it would be redeveloped by a private company.\textsuperscript{280} Only if the land was not substandard, the court explained, would another (predominant) public purpose have to be demonstrated.\textsuperscript{281} The court then explained that it was immaterial that Otis’ purpose in redeveloping the land was self serving; if the city had determined that subsidizing Otis was a public purpose, it would defer to that decision.\textsuperscript{282} No cost benefit comparison of the city’s subsidies and Otis’ projected contribution to the public welfare was necessary;\textsuperscript{283} nor was there any need to compare the public benefit of the plan with the amount of profits Otis expected to earn. The general public purposes of redeveloping substandard land and attracting industry, in effect, precluded the bringing of an as-applied challenge.

The \textit{Yonkers} court then proceeded to the question of whether the land was, in fact, substandard. The court mentioned the “liberal rather than literal definition of a ‘blighted’ area” and explained that it was not “necessary that the degree of deterioration or precise percentage of obsolescence . . . be arrived at with precision, since the combination and effects of such things are highly variable.”\textsuperscript{284} As the court stated, “extensive authority to make the initial determination that an area qualifies for renewal as ‘blighted’ has been vested in the agencies and the

\textsuperscript{278} \textit{Id.} at 330–32.
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\textsuperscript{283} This type of balancing was undertaken in \textit{Denihan v. O’Dwyer}, 302 N.Y. 451 (1951), discussed \textit{infra} Part VI.F. Unlike the \textit{Yonkers} case, however, \textit{Denihan} did not involve blight redevelopment.
\textsuperscript{284} 335 N.E.2d at 332.
municipalities; courts may review their findings only upon a limited basis.”

Just as New York City failed to anticipate Met Life’s racial discrimination at Stuyvesant Town, or simply caved to Met Life’s insistence that integrated housing would hurt profits too much, Yonkers missed a crucial opportunity to impose restrictive conditions on the approval of Otis’ project. After relying on threats that it would abandon Yonkers in order to convince the city to condemn an expansion site, Otis left the city in 1982, just seven years after the eminent domain case was decided. The city sued Otis in 1988, trying to hold the company to an implied promise that it would stay in Yonkers, but the case was decided by a federal court in favor of Otis. No consideration was given to the question of whether the condemnation should have been permitted in the first place.

E. Economic Development as a Public Purpose

The project involved in Yonkers had obvious economic motivations, but it was simultaneously related to the clearance of “substandard” land. Whether redevelopment was equally justifiable for non-blighted land was a more difficult question—such projects, after all, would not be for either slum clearance or affordable housing, the two purposes of the 1938 housing article and the justification for most redevelopment projects. In a 1951 case, Denihan Enterprises v. O’Dwyer, the New York Court of Appeals reviewed a condemnation for a parking garage and held in favor of the property owner. Unlike urban renewal projects, the proposed parking garage was authorized under a separate provision of the General Municipal Law and was not intended to remove blight or slums. Without the guaranteed public use of slum clearance to support it, the court found that the actual purpose of the garage—to provide parking for an apartment building located across the street—was predominantly private.

In subsequent years, however, the Court of Appeals began to accept commercial and industrial developments as public uses in
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and of themselves. *Courtesy Sandwich Shop, Inc. v. Port of New York Authority*,\(^{292}\) for example, involved the use of eminent domain for construction of the World Trade Center. The project was conceived of by the Port Authority both to make transportation improvements to the Hudson & Manhattan railroad system (a given public use authorized in the Port Authority’s enabling legislation), and to provide commercial facilities to centralize port business and contribute to the world trade of goods and services.\(^{293}\) The appellate division held the taking to be invalid, finding that the commercial portions of the project, which were designed primarily to raise revenue for the transportation projects, did not have any public purpose.\(^{294}\)

The Court of Appeals reversed and upheld the taking, first explaining that promoting trade was a public use. The court also held that it was perfectly lawful for eminent domain to be used to facilitate financing, and it explained that the lower court misread the statute as “allowing unfettered erection of structures that are solely revenue producing.”\(^{295}\) As the court explained, the law should have been interpreted to authorize only those incidental revenue-producing uses needed to effectuate/finance the public purpose.\(^{296}\) As in *Kaskel* and *Cannata*, Judge Van Voorhis dissented, opining that the statute “grant[ed] to the Port Authority extensive and uncontrolled governmental power to condemn and manage private real property for private purposes as a major object of the act.”\(^{297}\)

**VII. THE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION**

**A. The Housing Finance Agency and Moral Obligation Bonds**

By 1960, state funding for housing and slum clearance was pushing the limits authorized under the 1938 Constitution, and the legislature, rather than going through the referendum process required to issue additional debt, created the Housing Finance Agency (HFA).\(^{298}\) The HFA was created as a public
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\(^{298}\) RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 106–108; Morris,
authority, similar to municipal housing authorities but with state-wide jurisdiction. As discussed above, however, “housing was not easily susceptible to ordinary revenue bond financing.”

As a result, the HFA issued so called “moral obligation bonds.” These bonds were backed by reserve funds that, when depleted, could be replenished by annual appropriations made by the legislature. Future legislatures, however, were only “morally,” and not legally, obligated to make these appropriations. The questionable arrangement allowed the legislature to circumvent the constitution’s debt provisions, as well as the restriction, added in 1938, prohibiting the state from assuming public authorities’ debts.

B. Debt Risks and the Creation of the Urban Development Corporation

The HFA understood that the state’s moral obligation was designed to be used only in extraordinary circumstances, and it undertook a conservative lending program that would allow it to become self-sustaining. The financial studies that it was required to complete prior to issuing mortgage loans were lengthy, however, and tended to exclude risky projects located in inner city and low income areas. To solve this financing gap, Governor Rockefeller proposed the creation of the Urban Development Corporation (UDC), which in addition to having financing powers like the HFA, would also be able to initiate, build, and operate its

supra note 162, at 508; Douglas Dales, Rockefeller Urges New State Agency on Housing Loans, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 22, 1960, at 1. In fact, “[f]ive separate attempts to gain the approval of a majority of New York’s voters for state-financed housing projects, drafted into referendums between 1962 and 1965, had all proved unavailing.” John E. Osborn, New York’s Urban Development Corporation: A Study on the Unchecked Power of a Public Authority, 43 BROOK. L. REV. 237, 260 (1977). While housing may have been an unpopular proposal, the voters in 1961 passed a constitutional amendment to create and fund another public authority, the Job Development Authority, to create jobs and encourage industrial growth. See Votes Cast For and Against Proposed Constitutional Amendments, supra note 150; N.Y. Const. art. VII, §8(3).


300 See generally id. at 84–86, 92–99 (discussing types of public authority debt); Osborn, supra note 298, at 249–254 (discussing moral obligation financing).
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own projects. It could act as the primary developer, or collaborate with private businesses in redevelopment, and unlike the HFA, it would also be able to fund commercial and industrial projects.\footnote{See, e.g., Homer Bigart, Rockefeller Asks Creation of Unit to Rebuild Slums, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 27, 1967, at 1.}

The UDC’s enabling legislation, which was passed in 1968 just after Martin Luther King’s assassination, gave the authority a suite of impressive features, including “the power to override local zoning laws and building codes, the freedom from various restrictions that would prevent rapid development, and a particularly flexible and independent financing mechanism.”\footnote{RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 118.}

These vast powers were unprecedented and raised serious concerns about home rule and accountability. Moreover, it was questionable whether the UDC would actually be able to become self-sufficient. But the bill’s passage was ensured by Rockefeller’s intense lobbying,\footnote{Rockefeller, for example, drew on the emotional toll of Martin Luther King’s assassination to gain support for the bill. It was a “marvel of public relations.” In retrospect, however, it is clear that Rockefeller was aware of the risks of the moral obligation scheme. Osborn, supra note 298, at 263-264.} as well as by legislators’ perhaps less-than-complete understanding of the proposal’s financial implications.\footnote{See RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 120; Osborn, supra note 298, at 262–64.}

The optimistic view promoted by Governor Rockefeller was that the UDC would become self-sustaining and would be able to speed development projects by cutting bureaucratic red tape and acting as a one-stop-shop. It would also target its efforts toward the urban areas neglected by HFA and private investment, thereby creating jobs, revitalizing marginal neighborhoods, and attracting new investments.\footnote{Bigart, supra note 304, at 1; Alan K. Campbell, The Big Goals of the U.D.C., N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 2, 1975, at 176; David K. Shipler, Across the State, Renewal Hopes Rise, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 18, 1969, at 45.}

Additionally, it was intended that UDC would use its zoning override powers to force unwelcoming suburban communities to accept their fair share of affordable housing. The authority would also pursue inclusionary (i.e., mixed income) housing for all of its projects and place a premium on architectural design.\footnote{RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 104.}

While the UDC was created primarily to build housing, the legislature created Industrial Development Agencies (IDAs) in 1969 to pursue commercial and industrial projects.\footnote{1969 N.Y. Laws 2565–67. See Memorandum from Gov. Nelson Rockefeller for the UDC, supra note 298, at 262–64.} Like the
UDC, IDAs were designed as public authorities, but they were to operate on the local level, and their powers were not as extensive. The legislation gave IDAs the power to subsidize business projects through tax exemptions,\textsuperscript{311} tax exempt bond financing,\textsuperscript{312} straight lease transactions,\textsuperscript{313} and project site acquisitions.\textsuperscript{314}

The UDC did not waste time in deploying its development powers, and in less than two years it had more than 45,000 units of housing in the pipeline along with several commercial and industrial projects.\textsuperscript{315} However, when UDC attempted to build affordable housing in nine towns in Westchester County, Governor Rockefeller caved to political pressure and blocked the suburban projects.\textsuperscript{316} The incident belied UDC’s independence from politics and lobbying, as well as its ability to achieve its social goals.

C. The UDC’s Default and Near-Collapse

The UDC was essentially created to take on risky projects—those that the HFA would not—and there was an inherent conflict between its mission to aid inner cities and the expectation that it would become self-sustaining.\textsuperscript{317} Its decision to fast-track a large number of projects in its early years turned out to be riskier than expected, and coupled with poor oversight (both internal and external) and a moratorium on federal funding, the

\begin{itemize}
\item[] \textsuperscript{311} N.Y. GEN. MUN. LAW § 874 (McKinney 1999); see Pyramid Co. of Watertown v. Tibbets, 556 N.E.2d 419, 420 (N.Y. 1990) (discussing the tax benefits available under the IDA Act).
\item[] \textsuperscript{312} N.Y. GEN. MUN. LAW § 864; see Wegmans Food Mkts., Inc. v. Dep’t of Taxation & Fin. of N.Y., 481 N.Y.S.2d 298, 300 (Sup. Ct. 1984) (explaining typical bond financing arrangements).
\item[] \textsuperscript{315} RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 103–04, 125.
\item[] \textsuperscript{316} Martin F. Nolan, The City Politic: Showdown Vote in Northern Westchester, N.Y. MAG., June 4, 1973, at 5.
\item[] \textsuperscript{317} See RESTORING CREDIT AND CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 124, 223; Osborn, supra note 298, at 239.
\end{itemize}

Financial realities forced UDC to reevaluate its program goals and cut back its ambitious social programs; it would have to become more like the HFA and operate as “a cautiously run real-estate enterprise rather than a daring spearhead for social betterment.”\footnote{Joseph P. Fried, \textit{Goodbye, Slum Razing; Hello, Grand Hyatt}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, July 15, 1979, at E6.} Accordingly, while it had originally functioned primarily as a low income housing developer,\footnote{It was conceived as more of an industrial development agency, but its focus on housing was mandated by IRS tax exemption rules. Additionally, UDC’s first president “was a housing man and his enthusiasm for housing was clearly matched by that of Governor Rockefeller.” \textit{Restoring Credit and Confidence}, \textit{supra} note 108, at 124–25; see also Osborn, \textit{supra} note 298, at 246–47 (discussing how the UDC’s unchecked powers led to major financial problems).} after the default
it dramatically increased its investments in commercial, industrial, and civic projects. As had occurred with municipal urban renewal agencies, UDC also began focusing its energies on redeveloping valuable but under-built property, rather than concentrating on truly marginal areas.

D. The Empire State Development Corporation

As the UDC matured, it became known as the Empire State Development Corporation (ESDC), and the scope of its “truly amazing powers” also become more apparent. As Abrams would have predicted, these powers often proved especially helpful to the authority’s private partners. The Times Square redevelopment, for example, was facilitated by ESDC’s use of eminent domain and its override of New York City’s land use approval process. More recently, the Brooklyn Atlantic Yards project similarly benefited from eminent domain and an override of New York City’s zoning and planning laws. In the case of Atlantic Yards, moreover, ESDC demonstrated its ability to work cooperatively with a favored developer to all but ensure project approval and escape public scrutiny.

IDAs have also proliferated and raised criticisms of their own. Excessive discretion and ill-defined subsidy standards, for example, have led to agencies awarding larger subsidies than necessary to attract or retain businesses. Another problem is

CONFIDENCE, supra note 108, at 104.
326 Fried, supra note 324, at E6.
327 See id.
333 See Lavine, supra note 313, at 76; see also Press Release, Jobs With
posed by projects that merely “poach” jobs from other parts of the state. Some critics have said that there are too many IDAs, and that the competition they have created has led to a race to the bottom.

ESDC has also continued to expand the meaning of blight and the permissible bounds of redevelopment. Most recently, the New York Court of Appeals upheld ESDC’s condemnation of property in West Harlem for a campus expansion planned by Columbia University. The court refused to consider voluminous evidence presented by the property owners challenging the designation of their property as blighted, and it similarly deferred to ESDC’s conclusion that a private university qualified as a “civic” project under its enabling legislation. As a result of the extraordinary deference given to ESDC in this case and others, property owners wishing to contest the condemnation of their land for use in redevelopment projects have dismal chances of winning.

Oversight is another problem. While appointed boards may be responsive to political pressure and private interests, they are largely unaccountable to the voters. Additionally, because of the questionable conclusion of the Court of Appeals that public authorities’ debt is separate from the state’s, it is not clear whether ESDC is even subject to taxpayers challenges.


It is unclear how common failures are. See Lavine, supra note 313, at 76.

Id. at 75; Jobs With Justice, supra note 333.


The possibility of proving that a project’s asserted benefits are “illusory” or “pretextual” remains open, but the Goldstein and Kaur cases suggest that it is all but impossible where the land involved has been declared blighted. The few New York cases that have held in favor of property owners have not involved blighted property. See, e.g., Denihan Enters. v. O’Dwyer, 99 N.E.2d 235, 237 (N.Y. 1951) (taking for a parking lot); 49 WB, LLC v. Vill. of Haverstraw, 839 N.Y.S.2d 127, 130 (App. Div. 2007) (taking for affordable housing); Syracuse Univ. v. Project Orange Assocs. Servs. Corp., 897 N.Y.S.2d 335, 336 (App. Div. 2010) (taking for utility).

See Lavine & Oder, supra note 331, at 289.


See N.Y. STATE FIN. LAW §123-b (McKinney2009) (authorizing taxpayers cause of action for misuse of “state funds or state property”) (emphasis added).
and IDAs have also taken up complex and non-transparent financing methods intended to circumvent the minimal limitations imposed on them by state law. The legislature has made some progress in creating accounting and operating requirements for public authorities, but it has yet to enact legislation imposing stricter limitations on eminent domain and other discretionary powers.

CONCLUSION

After fighting to end discrimination at Stuyvesant Town, Charles Abrams served as the chairman of the State Commission Against Discrimination and provided guidance on housing policies to 21 countries through work with the United Nations. He remained a vocal critic of housing and redevelopment policies, and worked with both Democratic and Republican politicians to effect improvements. During much of this time, he also took on teaching positions and wrote prolifically.

When Abrams died in 1970, he had already seen how his early support for eminent domain and public authorities had paved the way for business welfare policies and the mission creep that transformed low income housing programs into semi-commercial enterprises. Along with other urban thinkers, Abrams helped to

342 In particular, ESDC has avoided the requirement that its bond issues receive approval from the state Public Authorities Control Board by setting up private local development corporations to issue bonds on its behalf. In addition to violating the spirit of the law, which exists to prevent imprudent investments, the practice is questionable because ESDC cannot create local development corporations itself. Rather, it relies on the Job Development Authority (JDA), a separate but mostly defunct public authority that ESDC controls for all intents and purposes. See Norman Oder, Atlantic Yards Report, http://atlanticyardsreport.blogspot.com/2010/07/job-development-authority-creator-of.html (July 13, 2010, 07:24 EST) (explaining how ESDC may have avoided review requirements for the Atlantic Yards project and discussing the JDA’s noncompliance with statutory reporting requirements); see also Empire State Dev. Corp., Request for Authorization to Enter into Amended Relicensing Settlement Agreement; Authorization to Take Related Actions, Aug. 16, 2010, available at http://www.nylovesbiz.com/AboutUs/Data/BoardMaterials/August 2010/02_CanalSide_Land_Use_Improvement_Project.pdf (explaining that an ESDC subsidiary in Buffalo directed the Job Development Authority to create a local development corporation to “monetize” its revenue streams). Local development corporations have also been used by IDAs to evade statutory restrictions. See Jobs With Justice, supra note 333.
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demonstrate how these policies contributed to inequitable, discriminatory and often ineffective urban renewal programs during the 1950s and 1960s. Yet, forty years after his death, urban renewal programs continue to exhibit the key aspects of the business welfare state: the influence of partisan politics and business lobbies; excessive administrative discretion; and blurred distinctions between the roles of public redevelopment agencies and their private partners. Unsurprisingly, urban renewal remains one of the most important civil rights issues today.

Many of the statutes discussed in this article were acknowledged by their drafters and supporters to be experiments. Their results, however, have often been ignored. When limited dividend housing companies and municipal housing authorities failed to produce as much housing as they hoped they could, legislators did not respond by seeking new approaches to building low income housing, but instead sought out new ways to attract private investment for middle income and market rate housing. When urban problems began to focus more on the need to assemble large areas of property for industrial development, and less on insanitary and unsafe physical conditions, the legislature used the same blight language that had been created to describe tenement slums, instead of creating new standards.

In the late 1960s, when the failures of urban renewal were becoming apparent, the legislature did not acknowledge the inherent unprofitability of low income housing but instead created the UDC and gave it the likely impossible task of building affordable housing that would be self-sustaining. Even the UDC's default and failure did not lead to a thorough reexamination of its enabling statute. Despite creating new mechanisms to rein in the authority’s finances, nothing was done to prevent it from inventing loopholes to avoid those regulations.

---
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legislature responded to popular outcry over the increasingly corporate character of redevelopment projects and (real or perceived) abuse of eminent domain.\(^{352}\)

The statutory system, moreover, is convoluted. The General Municipal Law, for example, contains separate provisions for municipal urban renewal programs, municipal urban renewal agencies, and industrial development agencies, and the Private Housing Finance Law contains separate provisions for limited-profit housing companies, limited dividend housing companies, redevelopment companies, and urban redevelopment corporations. ESDC operates under separate enabling legislation. Meanwhile, these programs may be overseen by the Department of State, the Department of Housing and Community Renewal, or the Department of Economic Development.

Throughout his life, Abrams continued to believe that government redevelopment programs could be successful, and he often advocated for the expansion of government programs rather than repeal.\(^{355}\) He emphasized the successes of urban renewal, as well as the failures, and pressed for subsidies to be directed where they were actually needed rather than where they best suited the needs of private developers. He also sought legislation that would better articulate the goals of redevelopment and impose clear standards on its instrumentalities, both public and private.\(^{354}\) And he argued that programs should involve more community participation, and that they should focus on actual needs rather than grand possibilities.\(^{355}\) Abrams, in short, looked to his long experience in housing, law, and civil rights to devise

\(^{352}\) The Supreme Court’s decision in *Kelo v. New London*, 545 U.S. 469 (2005), led to widespread public opposition over the use of eminent domain for economic development. *See, e.g.*, Ilya Somin, *The Limits of Backlash: Assessing the Political Response to Kelo*, 93 MINN. L. REV. 2100 (2009). Similar opposition has arisen in New York in relation to projects such as Atlantic Yards, the Columbia University expansion, and the Buffalo waterfront redevelopment project, all of which rely on large private developers and various government subsidies. *See generally* Dana Berliner, INST. FOR JUST., BUILDING EMPIRES, DESTROYING HOMES: EMINENT DOMAIN ABUSE IN NEW YORK (2009), available at http://www.castlecoalition.org/component/content/2430?task=view (discussing eminent domain abuse in New York State); Bruce Fisher, *Can the Tide be Turned on Development of the City’s Waterfront?*, http://artvoice.com/issues/v9n46/two_weeks_in_timeout (discussing the plans for Buffalo’s waterfront redevelopment, and the opposition to including a heavily-subsidized Bass Pro as the anchor tenant) (article last modified Nov. 17, 2010).

\(^{353}\) *HENDERSON*, *supra* note 2, at 193.

\(^{354}\) *Id.* at 201.

\(^{355}\) *Id.* at 206.
practical and effective reforms. He may have seen business welfare policies as a perversion of redevelopment programs, but he attempted to modify those policies rather than undo them.

Redevelopment and economic development programs can be successful. New York, as a historic leader in the field, should take the initiative to study the successes and devise workable programs to balance public and private needs. This will require a clear articulation of the goals of redevelopment; if economic development is the aim, it should not be pursued under the guise of “blight,” and if affordable housing is the aim, it should not be pursued under the guise of economic development. Better redevelopment programs will also need more targeted subsidies to reach those goals, and redevelopment agencies will need clear standards to prevent untoward discretion and excessive private benefits. Developing effective reforms will be a difficult task, but it is necessary, for even small changes can go far. As Abrams once remarked, redevelopment “can be accomplished as often by the lifting of the human spirit as the razing of buildings.”

356 See, e.g., Lavine & Oder, supra note 331, at 291 (discussing the Melrose Commons development located in the Bronx).

357 Henderson, supra note 2, at 198.